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← 10 banners were sponsored by ISIPHO
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PEARS AGM
Followed by a bring & braai
Saturday 17th of May, 3 pm (boot sale at 2 pm)
at the Italian Sporting Club, Charlo, 17 Harold Road.
Why not wear a name badge with your call sign to the meeting so that everyone can get to know each other.

WRINKLY RAVERS

The regular monthly lunchtime meetings of the Wrinklies take place every first Thursday of
the month at ‘Beyond Beans’ in Newton Park. You will only be excused if you have a "more"
important appointment, or you do not have any wrinkles. Come join the folks for some
tremendous company and fun, whether you have wrinkles or not.

SEE YOU THERE!!!!!
DIARY OF EVENTS
4 May
10 – 11
10 – 11
11 May
17 May
17 – 18
24 May
24 – 25
25 May
29 – 31
8 June
17 June
17 June
19 – 23
11 – 12

May
May
May
May
May

June
July

ZS3 Sprint
Antique Wireless Association Valve QSO Party
CQ-M International DX Contest
Nanaga MTB Race
PEARS AGM followed by a bring & braai
5MHz Activity Weekend
SA AMSAT space symposium
CQ WW WPX Contest
SARL Digital Contest
2014 President's Trophy Air Race (at Gariep Dam)
ZS4 Sprint
World QRP Day
PEARS monthly meeting at the Italian Sporting Club
SARL Top Band QSO Party
VW Rally

MEMBERSHIP FEE RENEWAL
As we near the end of March it is also the end of the Club’s financial year which means that the annual membership fee is now
due. Membership is still only R100 per annum for full membership, R30 for both student members and spouse members.
Payment can be made direct into the club’s bank account the details of which can be found in any issue of the QSX newsletter.
Otherwise payment can be made to me at the monthly meetings or by cheque through the post.
Also now due is the annual fee for internet wifi. Payment can be made as a once off annual payment or a monthly payment of
R150 can be made. Those that pay monthly can check their payment status by visiting the ZS2PE website home page and clicking
on the link that reads “wifi subs page”. All wifi users should by now show a zero balance against their name. If the balance shows
a credit or minus balance, then you have paid more than is necessary. Thank you very much for that. This amount will be carried
over to the new financial year. If your balance shows a debit figure, it would be greatly appreciated if this amount could be
settled as soon as possible.
Please note that all payments for membership fees or wifi fees that are made direct into the clubs bank account, require a
reference. This is usually your callsign or if you do not have one, your name should be used. This helps me to identify who is
making the payment.
So don’t forget R100 for annual membership and R150 per month for wifi users. Now due.
73, Clive ZS2RT
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Amateur Radio-Developed Software Assisting in Search for Missing Airliner
Copied from: http://www.arrl.org/news/view/amateur-radio-developed-software-assisting-in-search-for-missing-airliner

US Navy personnel helping to look for missing Malaysia Air Flight MH370 are using the signal-processing and analysis
package Spectrum Laboratory by Wolf Buescher, DL4YHF, to analyze recently detected 37.5 kHz “pings” that may be
from the missing plane’s “black box.” Some Spectrum Laboratory screen shots as seen aboard the Australian Defense
Vessel Ocean Shield were shown on TV. The US Navy personnel are guests aboard the Australian ship. VLF
experimenter Warren Ziegler, K2ORS, said the software is the same package Amateur Radio experimenters used
recently to detect transatlantic signals on 29 kHz.
“Wolf’s package is very first-rate software, and I know that there have been other professional uses, but this was
quite an interesting one!” Ziegler said.
The software began as a simple DOS-based FFT program, but it is now a specialized audio analyzer, filter, frequency
converter, hum filter, data logger and more, and it is available for download from DL4YHF’s Amateur Radio Software
site: http://www.qsl.net/dl4yhf/spectra1.html#download
Buescher said he was skeptical about the initial “ping” detection by one of the search vessels, but now, he says, “the
spectrogram taken by the US team aboard Ocean Shield is convincing.” He said a screenshot from Australian TV
clearly shows the “bip-bip-bip” ultrasonic bursts or pings, “just as they should look,” rather than a “just a wobbly
carrier that comes and goes.”
“In slow-CW terms, it would be an ‘outstanding signal.’” Buescher said. “Now keeping fingers crossed that the
[“black box”] batteries last a bit longer than specified. The experts say the pinger’s battery usually degrades slowly,
instead of going QRT abruptly.”

75 MW PV Plant Kalkbult
Copied from: http://www.sapvia.co.za/scatec-solar-inauguration-of-75-mw-pv-plant-kalkbult-first-clean-energyconnects-to-grid-kalkbult-south-africa-november-12th-2013/
South Africans are now beginning to use renewable energy from the national grid. A solar power plant built by global
energy provider Scatec Solar and local partners has become the first utility-scale renewable energy facility to supply
electricity to Eskom after connecting to the grid three months ahead of schedule.
Officially opened on Tuesday 12 November, the 75 megawatt (MW) Kalkbult solar photovoltaic (PV) plant near
Petrusville in the sun-drenched Northern Cape will generate 135 million kilowatt hours a year, equivalent to the
annual electricity consumption of 33 000 households. It has been fully commissioned in 10 months, with
construction commencing in late November 2012 and electricity delivery to the grid starting on September 27 2013.
“Today we are extremely proud to have been awarded this project under the ambitious South African REIPPP
programme, and proud that we are the first renewable energy plant to come on-line”, said Raymond Carlsen, CEO of
Norway-based Scatec Solar at the inauguration ceremony. “Our teams worked literally day and night to make this
happen. Suppliers made a huge effort to deliver their services and equipment, and local people who worked on the
project were quick to learn despite the fact that many did not have previous experience in this kind of work”.
The plant is among 47 solar, wind and mini-hydro projects awarded 20-year contracts to generate electricity under
government’s Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPP). Total
investment is estimated at R74 billion, which will climb above the R100bn mark following government’s recent
acceptance of 17 new bids.
Introduced by the Department of Energy three years ago, the REIPPPP supports South Africa’s international
commitments to combat climate change by reducing its near-total dependence on coal-based electricity and its high
greenhouse gas emissions. The Kalkbult plant will avoid annual greenhouse gas emissions of 115 000 tons that would
have been emitted by a fossil-fuelled plant, such as a coal-fired power station.
The project also gives momentum to the Green Economy Accord signed three years ago by government, business
and labour with a goal to create 300 000 new jobs based on renewable energy generation, energy efficiency, biofuel
production, manufacturing of equipment to support green‖ projects, and natural resource conservation and
rehabilitation.
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“Access to energy is a prerequisite for increased standard of living. The only way we will be able to provide energy in
a sustainable way to an increasing global population is by utilizing renewable energy sources”, said Dr Alf Bjorseth,
Chairman and founder of Scatec Solar. “South Africa is showing the way, and we are looking forward to develop
more solar projects with our partners here. I am convinced that the Kalkbult plant will benefit South Africa, both
regionally and nationally”, said Dr Bjorseth.
Equity in the project has been provided by Scatec Solar, which is the largest shareholder, Norfund, Simacel,
Stanlib/Standard Bank, and Old Mutual Life Assurance Company. Capital investment has been financed through
Standard Bank. A certain part of the revenue from the Kalkbult facility and a portion of dividends has been
earmarked to support social and economic development initiatives in communities within a 50 kilometre radius.
The Norwegian government also congratulated South Africa and Scatec Solar on the realization of this important
project, both in terms of energy supply and the need for more clean energy. ―This is a great example of what can be
achieved when the private sector and government work together to find solutions to pressing issues such as energy
shortage and climate change,‖ said State Secretary Paal Arne Davidesen at the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
“This solar plant is only the beginning. Hopefully we will see solar power being introduced on a major scale
throughout Africa in the coming years”.
The Kalkbult plant covers 105 hectares of a working sheep farm and includes 312 000 solar panels mounted on 156
kilometres of substructure linked to inverters, transformers and a high voltage sub-station.
During peak construction periods, more than 600 employees – the majority from the local community – worked at
the Kalkbult construction site, achieving more than 750 000 accident free hours. Some 16% of employees were
women, who participated at all levels, from management and administration to construction activities.
The number of people employed will decline to between 10 and 15 during operations and maintenance, but this
phase will be accompanied by a 20-year collaboration with local communities and the development of social and
economic initiatives in areas such as education and health explains Carlsen.
The nearest town to the project is Petrusville, about 100 kilometres north east of De Aar on the N1. Land for the
project has been leased from a sheep farmer who will continue to run his business alongside the solar PV facility.
“The fact that renewable energy can work in harmony with the environment and without disrupting surrounding
activities is often overlooked,‖ said Carlsen. After 20 years, we can upgrade the project with the latest technology
and continue operations for many years or we can dismantle it and leave the environment in its original natural
state”.
Two other projects being developed by Scatec Solar and South African partners will improve on the Kalkbult plant’s
electricity generation performance, which is based on solar panels mounted at a fixed angle to the sun. A 40MW
plant near Hannover, also in the Northern Cape, and a 75MW plant near Burgersdorp in the Eastern Cape will have
panels mounted on single axes, enabling them to track the sun and optimise electricity generation. Carlsen says the
new plants, scheduled for commissioning during 2014, will be able to generate about 20% more electricity than
fixed-panel plants.
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Of the 47 renewable energy facilities contracted during the first
two phases of the REIPPPP, 27 are solar PV plants that will have
combined installed capacity of 1 048MW, with Scatec Solar
providing 190MW. Scatec Solar has installed about 300MW of
solar PV capacity worldwide.
For more on Scatec
www.scatecsolar.co.za

Solar

SA,

please

visit

—

For more info see also: http://www.popularmechanics.co.za/tech/karoos-kalkbult-solar-pv-plant-could-power-up-to33-000-homes/
Mayday is an emergency procedure word used
internationally as a distress signal in voice
procedure radio communications. It may derive
from the French expression "venez m'aider",
meaning "come help me", the last two syllables of
which sound similar to "Mayday". Alternatively, it
may have been coined randomly, making the
similarity to "m'aidez" coincidental
It is used to signal a life-threatening emergency
primarily by mariners and aviators, but in some
countries local organisations such as police forces,
firefighters, and transportation organizations also
use the term. The call is always given three times in
a row ("Mayday Mayday Mayday") to prevent
mistaking it for some similar-sounding phrase under
noisy conditions, and to distinguish an actual
Mayday call from a message about a Mayday call.
Copied from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mayday
I have a little GPS
I've had it all my life
It’s better than the normal ones
My GPS is my wife

It tells me when a light is red
And when it goes to green
It seems to know instinctively
Just when to intervene

It fills me up with counseling
Each journey's pretty fraught
So why don't I exchange it
And get a quieter sort?

It gives me full instructions
Especially how to drive
"It's sixty miles an hour", it says
"You're doing sixty-five"

It lists the vehicles just in front
And all those to the rear
And taking this into account
It specifies my gear.

Ah well, you see, it cleans the
house,
Makes sure I'm properly fed,
It washes my shirts and underwear
And - keeps me warm in bed!

It tells me when to stop and start
And when to use the brake
And tells me that it's never ever
Safe to overtake

I'm sure no other driver
Has so helpful a device
For when we leave and lock the car
It still giving me advice

Despite all these advantages
And my tendency to scoff,
I do wish that once in a while
I could turn the damned thing off.

All members that have club trophies – please return them to any
committee member so that we can prepare them for the AGM in May.

Required: New editor for QSX (to start with July’s QSX)
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ANTENNAS AND TRANSMATCHES – PART 4
BY AL AKERS – ZS2U
There is a wide variety of antennas and
transmatches
which
serve
the
requirements and circumstances of
various amateurs. How well or otherwise
these perform is another story. I will
describe an antenna – transmatch
combination which I have used for years
and is difficult to beat. The antenna is
known as a centre-fed zepp and is, in my
case, a half wave horizontal antenna on 40
meters. It is fed in the centre with an
open-wire line. The feedline should be kept equidistant from the two halves of the antenna as far as possible. The
spreaders on the line are made from polyethylene rod. The disadvantages of this line is that it is rather cumbersome
and needs to be kept somewhat further from other conductors than a coaxial line. Depending on the band used and
the length of the feedline, the input impedance could be anywhere from a very low value to a very high value and
will almost certainly contain a reactive component. However, even with a high standing wave on this line, the loss is
less than a matched coaxial line. By using a wide range transmatch, this antenna can be made to function on a
number of different bands. Such a transmatch will be described in Part 5.
This month’s problem
Derive a formula to determine the surface area of a
hexagon, knowing side length L.

HERE ARE SOME GENUINE TEST AND EXAM ANSWERS WRITTEN BY LEARNERS. WE HOPE YOU ENJOY THEM
Q: What was Sir Walter Raleigh famous for?
A: He is a noted figure in history because he invented
cigarettes and started a craze for bicycles.
Q: What did Mahatma Gandhi and Genghis Khan have in
common?
A: Unusual names.
Q: Name one of the early Roman's greatest achievements.
A: Learning to speak Latin.
Q: Name six animals which live specifically in the Arctic.
A: Two polar bears and four seals.
Q: Name the wife of Orpheus, whom he attempted to save
from the underworld.
A. Mrs Orpheus.
Q: Where was the American Declaration of Independence
signed?
A: At the bottom.
Q: What happens during puberty to a boy?
A: He says goodbye to his childhood and enters adultery.
Q: What is the highest frequency noise that a human can
register?
A: Mariah Carey.

Q: What is a fibula?
A: A little lie.
Q: Explain the phrase "free press."
A: When your mum irons trousers for you.
Q: Why would living close to a mobile phone mast cause ill
health?
A: You might walk into it.
Q: Joanna works in an office. Her computer is a stand-alone
system. What is a stand-alone computer system?
A: It doesn't come with a chair.
Q: Steve is driving his car. He is travelling at 60 feet/second
and the speed limit is 40 mph. Is Steve speeding?
A: He could find out by checking his speedometer.
Q: Give a reason why people would want to live near power
lines.
A: You get your electricity faster.
Q: Where was Hadrian's Wall built?
A: Around Hadrian's garden.
Q: The race of people known as Malays come from which
country?
A: Malaria.
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Morgain Antenna 40/80; by Simone Mannini (IW5EDI)
Copied from: http://www.iw5edi.com/technical-articles/morgain-antenna-4080
The morgain antenna is a no-trap multiband antenna

This antenna originally designed in the U.S. was born as an antenna for 40 and 80 meters and has been adapted for 20 and 10 m
and can have excellent performances on the 15 meters, with a total length of 20 meters.
The picture shows the Morgain dimensions: the measures are not original but they are the best measures that have been
obtained from several Morgain tests.
The wire used is copper 2 mm square covered in vinyl.
Tuning the Morgain Antenna
Calibrating procedure consist in moving the jumpers AA for the 80 meters, and jumpers BB for the 40 meters.
To calibrate, prepare 4 wire jumpers, 12 cm long, with connecting pins at the ends.
You start by inserting the pins (with the relative jumpers) in the lengths listed, then raise the antenna in the working elevation
and trace the SWR.
If this is not acceptable, move the jumpers a little at a time until you will reach an SWR close to 1:1. You will notice immediately,
from the first movements that there is a significant interaction between the calibration of 80 m and that of 40 m, so tune by
moving the jumpers short distances.
At this point, after having taken notice of the exact distances, replace the jumpers with new jumpers that will be soldered and
insulated.
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Ironman 6th of April 2014
For more photos see: www.zs2pe.co.za/Events/events.htm
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Sunday Bulletins

Bulletin Roster

PEARS bulletins are transmitted on Sundays immediately
after the SARL English transmission, i.e. at about 08:30 on
7098 kHz as well as the 2 metre linked network that
provides from Butterworth to George and up to the Free
State and their environs. PEARS 7098 or 3640 kHz
transceiver facilities are also remotely linked as needed. In
addition, the SARL's 40 m operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz
or Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely patched to the 2 m
network in receive only mode or with full transceive
capability for interactive events.
A recorded rebroadcast of the bulletin takes place on the
Eastern Cape Linked Repeater Network every Monday night
at 20h00 courtesy of various volunteers who rotate this
duty.
The bulletin readers are always looking for something to
announce. If you have something to contribute, please
forward it to the next reader.

27 April
4 May
11 May
18 May
25 May
1 June
8 June

Glen
ZS2GV
Patsy
ZS2PTY
Clive
ZS2RT
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Treasurer
Secretary

The bulletin readers are
always looking for something
to announce. If you have
something to contribute,
please forward it to the next
reader.

CONGRATULATIONS
BIRTHDAYS – May
01 Marge Weller ZS2OB
01 Sanet de Lange ZR2SDL
07 Rouhe XYL of Henry Danielson ZS2HD
11 Cornelia Kotze
11 Deo XYL of Jaco Kotzè ZS2JK
14 Rory Norton ZS2BL
17 Lyn XYL of Les Barker ZS2VA
18 Mark OM of Llise Dodd ZS2LLD
19 Colette XYL of Cordell Schnetler ZS2CS
20 Otto van Rooyen ZS2Q
22 Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ
22 Erich Rohwer ZS1XZ
22 Saney Martin ZR1S

24 Les Barker ZS2VA
31 Shirley XYL of Stoffel Carr ZS2C

ANNIVERSARIES – May
02 Daschell and Johan Geldenhuys ZS2JO
02 Shirley and Gus Winter ZS2MC
10 Renee and Guy Middleton ZS2FOX
23 Rouhe and Henry Danielson ZS2HD
25 Merle ZR2MP and Neil Thomas ZR2NT
28 Chantelle and Richard Ashworth ZS2RA
If you are a member and your birthday or
anniversary details are omitted or incorrect,
please notify Clive ZS2RT (or any committee
member) to update our records.

Four Metre Net
On Monday evenings at 19h00 there is a four metre net at 70.2 MHz FM - antennas are horizontally
polarized. This net serves a dual purpose: It will get amateurs together to discuss various aspects of the
hobby; and it will also provide signals for stations further afield to listen out for and hopefully, when
there are openings, to make contact with net members. You are welcome to join in. 73, Al ZS2U

Basie ZR2BA is now the repair agent in PE for the GHD hair straightener and
carries a wide range of spares. Contact detail: Basie du Plessis, 082 888 2118.
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HAM RADIO OUTLET-SOUTH AFRICA cc
“Where Radio is a Passion”
Launch of the long awaited ICOM IC7100
Complete with touch screen and DSTAR as standard.

Orders taken @ ONLY R16995 incl VAT.
For all your Amateur needs from plugs to coax….
give us a call 041 3711425
Speak to Donovan (ZS2DL) or Andre (ZS2BK)
We Ship Country Wide!
Visit http://www.hamradio.co.za
For all your ham radio requirements!
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Your Society’s Committee for 2013/2014
Chairman
Vice Chairman,
Technical/repeaters
Secretary, Functions organising
Treasurer
Public Relations
Events, Rally organising
QSX Distribution, Contests,
Awards, ZS2PE
Technical/repeaters, WiFi
RAE Examination Admin.
Assessors

Hamnet scoring
Contest Committee
Meetings catering
QSX Editor

Nicholas Thompson ZS2NT
Glen Cummings ZS2GV

082 490 0824
082 411 2743

Nick.peham[at]gmail.com
glenvanessa[at]gmail.com

Patsy Kruger ZS2PTY
Clive Fife ZS2RT
Johannes Geldenhuys ZS2JO
Tony Allen ZR2TX
Theunis Potgieter ZS2EC

041 367 3203
082 320 3032
082 956 2920
082 766 8830

patsy[at]peham.co.za
clive[at]peham.co.za
Johannes[at]s4.co.za
tony.zr2tx[at]gmail.com
zs2ec@vodamail.co.za

082 925 6367

christopher[at]peham.co.za

082 852 4885
072 026 8909
082 925 6367
082 852 4885
041 581 2580
041 360 2983
082 766 8830
084 612 9600
O41 581 2580
072 8414 693

zs2dl[at]hamradio.co.za
rory[at]commco.co.za
christopher[at]peham.co.za
zs2dl[at]hamradio.co.za
zs2abz[at]isat.co.za
al[at]peham.co.za
contest[at]peham.co.za
mikecbosch[at]gmail.com
zs2abz[at]isat.co.za
qsx[at]peham.co.za

Chris Scarr ZS2AAW
CO-OPTED POSTS
Donovan ZS2DL
Rory ZS2BL
Chris ZS2AAW
Donovan ZS2DL
Bill ZS2ABZ
Al ZS2U
Theunis ZS2EC
Mike ZS2FM
Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ
Eric Hosten ZS2ECH

Replace [at] with @ when you want to send an email (this is done to try to prevent spamming).

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services
Local Repeaters: These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area.
Town VHF
Town UHF
Uitenhage
Tygerhoek
Longmore
145,050/650
431,050/438,650
145,075/675
145,000/600
145,025/625
Cape Linked System Repeaters:
These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, in conjunction with the Border, Southern Cape and WCRWG
systems. See www.zs2pe.co.za/Repeaters/repeaters.htm for more details.
Lady's Slipper
Grahamstown
Cradock
Noupoort
145,100/700
145,150/750
145,050/650
438,750 / 438,675
Colesberg 431,075/438,675
Kareedouw
Plett
Brenton
145,127/725
145,175/775
145,075/675
Packet network:
ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node
ZS0NTP BBS
ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node
ZS0CDK-2 Digi
Lady’s Slipper
Lady’s Slipper
Grahamstown
Cradock
10,151 LSB 300bd APRS
On all node frequencies
144,800 1200bd
144,800 1200bd
144,800 1200bd
434,800 1200bd (FWD)
438,275 1200bd (FWD)
439,850 9600bd
434,875 9600bd
ZS0KDJ APRS Digi
ZS0KDB APRS Digi
ZS2ABZ-4
434,800 1200bd APRS
Mount Road
Longmore
WMR918 WX Station
Cape Linked System
434,800 1200bd
434,800 1200bd
144,625 1200bd
VHF Beacon: 50,007 MHz FSK – ZS2X, 25 Watts into 2 element Yagi beaming north.
Banking details (for subs & donations): NEDBANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT No. 221 252 7594, Bank code 121217, A/C name: Port
Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society. Please use call signs as a reference.

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor, nor any PEARS club member, shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or
drawing contained in this newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any committee
member or other members of the Club. The material contained in this newsletter is not meant to defame, purge, humiliate
and/or hurt someone's person or feelings.
If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a free service to Amateur Radio operators and friends and is
not for profit or gain.
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IF NOT DELIVERED
RETURN TO
Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society
PO Box 10402
LINTON GRANGE
6015
AMATEUR RADIO is the hobby for RADIO EXPERIMENTERS
and those who like to fiddle with ELECTRONICS,
COMMUNICATIONS or COMPUTERS
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